
Hapton CE Methodist Primary School –– Knowledge Organiser 
MFL intermediate Language  unit – At the Cafe 

By the end of this unit we will be able to: 

 Order a selection of typical foods, drinks and snacks from 

a Spanish menu and order a breakfast in Spanish.  

 Perform a simple role play ordering food, drink and/or 

snacks in a Spanish café using useful language such as’ 

hello’, ‘can I have…’, ‘the bill please’, ‘thank you’ and 

‘goodbye’.  

It will help if we already know: 

 The letter sounds (phonics & phonemes) from phonics 

and pronunciation lessons 1 and 2. 

  Vocabulary from the Early Learning units. 

  How to say ‘hello’, ’goodbye’, ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ 

in Spanish. 

 Unit objective-To be able to order what you would  eat and drink in a Spanish café.  

Phonics and Pronunciation we will see : 

 Recommended phonics focus: CA CE CI CO CU  

  CA sound in café & caliente  

 CE sound in cereales but CHE sound in leche  

 CO sound in bizoccho but CHO sound in chocolate  

 CU sound in cuenta but CHU sound in churros  

 Stress Placement. Words that end in a consonant 

(apart from ‘n’ or ‘s’ should be stressed on the last 

syllable as in fa-vor. For words that end in a vowel or 

‘n’ and ‘s’ it is normally the second to last syllable like 

ta-pas, chu-rros, cuen-ta and li-mo-na-da. 

  Accents. Accents can only be written over vowels in 

Spanish and indicate the vowel is stressed – regardless 

of the other rules! As seen in sánd-wich.   

Grammar we will learn and revisit: 

Nouns, gender, determiners/articles & quiero. 

Realising that articles/determiners can be inter-

changeable from indefinite and definite depending 

on meaning and what you want to say. I would like 

a croissant but the bill. There are more versions of 

each article/determiner compared to English lan-

guage/grammar due to whether a noun is mascu-

line/feminine (gender) or plural in Spanish. Learn-

ing that quiero is the verb conjugation for I would 

like/want. From the verb querer to want.  
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Programmes of study included: 


